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People die due to so many reasons like

- Natural Causes
- Diseases
- Accidents
- Violence
- Wars
- Suicides
Do you know the name of the worst killer of human beings?

The name of the worst killer is CULICICIDAЕ

Hold Your Breath!
CULICIDAE is its SCIENTIFIC NAME

The NAME you & me KNOW is MOSQUITO!

The most DEADLY of all the species !!!

DEAD due to DENGUE
MOSQUITO

“THE FLYING LEECH”
“NO PROBLEM IS TOO LARGE, IF THE COMMUNITY GETS INVOLVED IN SOLVING IT. THERE ARE SO MANY HANDS TO BUILD A BETTER NATION”

NIRMAL BASU

“JEEVAN SHAstra, Life science, for living as human being” & “MANushya shastra, Human science for being human being”
NOTHING can be MORE IMPORTANT than your LIFE

Spending 30 minutes of the valuable TIME of your LIFE, we guarantee the LONGEVITY of your VALUABLE LIFE and assure you that you will never be bitten by a mosquito after grasping the content which is easy even for a KINDERGARTEN CHILD
Which is bigger?

100 years or 30 minutes?

3153600000 or 1800?

3153600000 are seconds in 100 years &
1800 are seconds in 30 minutes

Just spend 30 minutes NOW to live 100 years

Don’t WANDER but PONDER & WONDER
Enlisting COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION and making it SOCIAL CAPITAL. See the following examples, your doubts will disappear.

Mahatma’s FREEDOM STRUGGLE is the best NATIONAL EXAMPLE for getting 100% PEOPLE’S PARTICIPATION.

People pulling together the mammoth TEMPLE CAR is the best National Example for PEOPLE’S PARTICIPATION.
ExNoRa Example: ONE out of its 40000 picture-proof, how through SHRAMDAAN or SOCIAL CAPITAL the change was brought.

Example: One out of its 40,000 picture-proof, how through SHRAMDAAN or SOCIAL CAPITAL the change was brought.

SOCIAL CAPITAL FOR SLUM AWESOME

ExNoRa EXAMPLES like this one

The YOUTH started doing periodical SHRAMDAAN

VENKATAPURAM TODAY
It was Mahatma Gandhi’s “QUIT INDIA MOVEMENT” that got India the freedom.

Why MUSTQUITO NAME?

ExNoRa, like Mahatma, launched “QUIT HABITAT MOVEMENT” locally and “QUIT PLANET MOVEMENT” internationally against MOSQUITOES, named it as MUSTQUITO making it a MUST for MOSQUITOES to QUIT and PEOPLE get the freedom from MOSQUITO BITES, DISEASES & DEATHS.
The two MISTAKES that we do

We do
WRONG
THINGS

- We treat symptoms
- We talk about the consequences
- We do postmortem
- We fight mosquitoes

We don’t do
RIGHT
THINGS

- We don’t treat the disease
- We don’t talk about the cause
- We don’t prevent deaths
- We don’t prevent its breeding

“MUSTQUITO ExNoRa” is the RIGHT ANSWER to do only RIGHT THINGS via “MUSTQUITO SOURCE MERRY SPOTTER” “MUSTQUITO MESSENGER” “MUSTQUITO MESSIAH” & “MUSTQUITO MUSKETEER” TO SAFEGUARD YOUR LIFE & HEALTH
Do you think that YOU NEED TWO HANDS TO CLAP?

NOT ONLY TO APPRECIATE

BUT TO KILL MOSQUITOES TOO
You also need two hands to save HUMANKind from any SOCIETAL PROBLEM.

PEOPLE by their PARTICIPATION

ELECTED BODIES by their responsible GOVERNANCE
It is common that we see
1. LOCAL GOVERNMENTS doing MOSQUITO CONTROL themselves without involving the PEOPLE
2. The PEOPLE doing it themselves working without the GOVERNMENT, LOCAL & STATE
PEOPLE’S ROLE is IMPORTANT

MOSQUITO problem needs COORDINATED ACTION of
1. People &
2. Governments (Local, State & Central). But

PEOPLE’S RESPONSIBILITY

RESPONSE & ABILITY

is FOREMOST as

1. it is the people who significantly contribute to mosquito breeding and
2. they only suffer by mosquito brought diseases.
WHOLLY BOOK

AMAZING

for a "HOLY LIFE"

MOSQUITO

proves that

PEOPLE’S ROLE SOLVES

MOSQUITO PROBLEM

COMPLETELY
WHOLLY BOOK

for a “HOLY LIFE”

Read 100 WHOLLY amazing BOOKS for solving

100 SERIOUS ISSUES
from GLOBAL to LOCAL
from CITY to STREET
from the WORLD to HOME
from the PLANET to PERSONAL
from FAMILY to INDIVIDUAL
from INTERNATIONAL to NATIONAL
from GLOBAL WARMING to MIND WARMING
A QUESTION?

Which of these two, you think is more dangerous in killing humans?
A TRUTH

World over, one million people get killed by mosquito bites every year.

Snakes kill average 50000 people per year worldwide. The percentage comes to 0.043%. For every 1000 people get killed by mosquito-bite, there are only 43 people who get killed by snake-bite.

Have you ever seen a SNAKE SWARM? But mosquitoes swarm into your home mornings & evenings, APPEAR and make you DISAPPEAR from this heavenly planet.
Why a snake bites?
Snakes bite humans for their security & when they feel threatened & are provoked

Why a mosquito bites?
Female mosquito needs blood-meal for development of her eggs and hence bites
WORLD’S DEADLIEST HUMAN-KILLING CREATURES
causing so many deaths a year

- Shark: 10
- Wolf: 25
- Lion Tiger Bear: 100
- Elephant: 250
- Hippopotamus: 500
- Crocodile: 1000
WORLD’S DEADLIEST HUMAN-KILLING CREATURES
causing so many deaths a year

- Tapeworm: 2000
- Roundworm: 5000
- Freshwater Snail: 10000
- Assassin Bug: 12000
- Rabbi Dog: 25000
- Cobra & Snakes: 50000
WORLD’S DEADLIEST HUMAN-KILLING CREATURES

HUMANS 300000 PER YEAR
WORLD'S DEADLIEST HUMAN-KILLING CREATURES

MOSQUITOES ONE MILLION PER YEAR
Man cages lion for fear of it

But he cages himself for fear of mosquitoes in a mosquito net

But he does not need to HIDE himself any more, thanks to MUSTQUITO ExNoRa & ExNoRa MUSTQUITO VOLUNTEERS
1. Evolved 3.5 million years ago
2. Capable of adopting to any situation
3. Short life cycle
4. 4000 species. Very few Vectors out of 4000 species
5. Definite role in ecology
6. The BUZZING NOISE which the mosquitoes produce is due to the flapping of their wings, and not “singing” which is 200 times per second
7. Male never bites, female bites
8. Female bites NOT OUT OF VENGEANCE, but does it as a MOTHER as she needs blood-meal for development of her eggs
Do you want to know the kinds of mosquitoes which play with human life?
Breeds in polluted water. Lays 250-300 eggs each time. Causes menace. Transmits FILARIAISIS

Breeds in clear water. Lays 25-40 eggs each time. Bites during day time. Transmits DENGUE & CHIKUNGUNYA

Breeds in clear water. Lays 25-40 eggs each time. Transmits MALARIA

Zika, now spreading through Latin America and the Caribbean, has been associated with an alarming rise in babies born in Brazil with abnormally small heads and brain defects — a condition called microcephaly.
WHAT GOOD DO MOSQUITOES DO?

MOSQUITOES HAVE A DEFINITE ROLE IN ECOLOGY!

1. Many FISH eat mosquito larvae,
2. Plenty of BIRDS consume mosquitoes
3. SPIDERS & INSECTS feed on the adults.
4. DRAGON FLIES & DAMSEL FLIES munch mosquitoes.
5. FROGS chew adult mosquitoes,
6. TADPOLES gobble the larvae.
7. BATS eat mosquitoes.

Mosquito Ecology & Mosquito’s PART in ECOLOGY
Mosquito-predators and the living-species that eat mosquitoes
MOSQUITO survives four AVATARS before it kills a mountainous HUMAN AVATAR